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We present a comprehensive analysis of the convergence properties of the frame
operators of WeylHeisenberg systems and shift-invariant systems, and relate these
to the convergence of the Walnut representation. We give a deep analysis of
necessary conditions and sufficient conditions for convergence of the frame
operator. We show that symmetric, norm and unconditional convergence of the
Walnut series are all different, but that weak and norm convergence are the same,
while there are WH-systems for which the Walnut representation has none of these
convergence properties. We make a detailed study of the CC-condition (a sufficient
condition for WH-systems to have finite upper frame bounds) and show that (for
ab rational) a uniform version of this passes to the WexlerRaz dual. We also show
that a condition of Tolimieri and Orr implies the uniform CC-condition. We obtain
stronger results in the case when (g, a, b) is a WH-system and ab is rational. For
example, if ab is rational, then the CC-condition becomes equivalent to the
unconditional convergence of the Walnut representationeven in a more general
setting. Many of the results are generalized to shift-invariant systems. We give
classifications for numerous important classes of WH-systems including: (1) The
WH-systems for which the frame operator extends to a bounded operator on
L p(R), for all 1p; (2) The WH-systems for which the frame operator extends
to a bounded operator on the Wiener amalgam space; (3) The families of frames
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1. INTRODUCTION
Well after introduction by D. Gabor [12] in 1946, WeylHeisenberg
systems (also known as Gabor systems, see the Introduction in [10] for
the history) nowadays play a central role in e.g. signal processing, image
and data compression. However, major difficulties can arise when one tries
to compute the frame operator for these systems. Walnut [25] gave a series
representation for the frame operator under the assumption that the
generating function for the frame has rapid decay. In this case, the Walnut
series converges rapidly in norm. The Walnut representation of the frame
operator can often be much easier to compute and work with. But the
rapid decay assumptions limit its use. Recently, Casazza and Christensen
[2] gave much weaker assumptions on the window function g which still
ensures that the corresponding WeylHeisenberg system has a finite upper
frame bound. As we will see, this condition also has important implications
for the Walnut representation of the frame operator.
Until now, there has not been a detailed study of the frame operator for
WH-systems and its relationship to the Walnut representation, especially,
in the general case where we do not put rapid decay assumptions on g.
This paper is a comprehensive study of the convergence properties of the
frame operator for WH-systems and shift-invariant systems, as well as the
Walnut representation, and the relationships between them. The body of
the paper is divided into seven sections. Section 2 contains the basic tools
we need for this study including the basic definitions, the WH-frame iden-
tity, and a detailed outline of the types of convergence (weak, norm, and
unconditional) which we work with in the paper. Section 3 introduces the
Zak transform and its basic properties. Then, for the case a=b=1, we use
the Zak transform to produce necessary conditions for the existence of
finite upper frame bounds. This section also contains the basic Zak trans-
form construction for examples which will be used throughout the paper.
Section 4 is a detailed study of sufficient conditions for the convergence of
the frame operator. We consider a much weaker condition than previously
used and show that this condition is maintained under application of the
frame operator to the window function even for general shift-invariant
systems. With slightly stronger assumptions we show that this condition
can be passed to the WexlerRaz dual window. In Section 5 we analyze
symmetric, weak and norm convergence of the Walnut representation of
the frame operator. We give classifications for the families of WH-systems for
which the Walnut representation has each of these convergence properties.
One consequence is that weak and norm convergence of the Walnut
representation are equivalent. We also give examples to show that the
other forms of convergence are all different. In Section 6 we consider
unconditional convergence of the Walnut series. In this case, we give
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several classifications of this property and show that the conditions con-
sidered in Section 4 imply unconditional convergence of the Walnut series.
We also produce a large class of functions for which the Walnut series
converges with respect to every WH-system. In Section 7 we classify the
WH-systems which have the property that their frame operator extends to
be a bounded linear operator on L p(R), for all 1p. The needed
assumption turns out to be the same as the conditions considered in
Sections 4 and 6. We also classify the WH-systems for which the frame
operator extends to a bounded linear operator on the Wiener amalgam-
space W(L , l 1). Finally, in Section 8, we classify the WH-systems whose
frame operators are equal. Again, this will be a natural consequence of the
properties considered throughout the paper.
The first author thanks Nakhle Asmar, Nigel J. Kalton, and Stephen
MontgomerySmith for many helpful discussions during the preparation of
this paper. The authors would also like to thank the referee for a careful
reading of this manuscript and for providing some more references.
2. BASIC TOOLS
A sequence ( fi)i # I in a Hilbert space H is a frame for H if there are A>0
and B< such that
A & f &2 :
k # I
|( f, fi) | 2B & f &2 , for all f # H. (2.1)
We call A the lower frame bound and B the upper frame bound for the
frame. If A=B, we say ( fi) is a tight frame and if A=B=1 it is called a
normalized tight frame. A bounded unconditional basis for a Hilbert space
H is called a Riesz basis (see the end of this section for a detailed discussion
of this topic). If ( fi) and (gi) are frames for Hilbert spaces H, K respec-
tively, we say that ( fi) is equivalent to (gi) if there is a bounded, linear
invertible operator L: H  K satisfying Lfi=gi , for all i # I. In particular, if
( fi) is a frame for H and L is a bounded linear invertible operator from H
to H, then (Lfi) is also a frame for H which is equivalent to ( fi).
If (ei) i # I is an orthonormal basis for l2 and ( fi) i # I is a sequence of
vectors in H, we will call the operator T: l2  G given by: T(ei)= f i the
preframe operator associated with ( fi) i # I . A direct calculation shows that
T*f = :
i # I
( f, fi) e i , for all f # H.
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It follows that the pre-frame operator is bounded if and only if there is a
constant B>0 satisfying:
:
i # I
|( f, f i) | 2B & f &2 , for all f # H.
Moreover, ( fi) i # I is a frame if and only if the pre-frame operator is a
bounded, linear, onto map. In that case S=TT* is a invertible operator on
H, called the frame operator, which has the form:
Sf = :
i # I
( f, f i) f i , for all f # H. (2.2)
Now, for all f # H we have,
(Sf, f )= :
i # I
|( f, f i) | 2 . (2.3)
So, the frame operator is a positive, self-adjoint invertible operator on H.
It is a straightforward calculation that for all f # H,
f = :
i # I
(S &1f, fi) f i= :
i # I
( f, S&1fi) fi= :
i # I
( f, S &12f i) S &12f i .
(2.4)
Since S is an invertible operator on H, (S&1fi) is a frame for H which is
equivalent to the frame ( f i) and is called the minimal dual frame for ( f i).
In general, there may be other ‘‘dual frames’’ for ( f i) in the sense that there
may be sequences (hi) of elements of H so that for every f # H we have
f =:
i
( f, hi) fi , for all f # H.
It can be shown [13] that a bounded frame ( fi) has only one dual frame
if and only if ( fi) is a Riesz basis for H. Also, [13] no two distinct dual
frames can be equivalent.
To define WeylHeisenberg frames, let a, b # R and define the operators
of modulation Eb , and translation Ta for functions f # L2(R) by:
Eb f (t)=e2?ibtf (t),
and
Ta f (t)= f (t&a).
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Given g # L2(R), and a, b>0, if the family (EmbTna g)m, n # Z is a frame for
L2(R), we call this a Gabor frame or a WeylHeisenberg frame or just a
WH-frame for short. The function g is referred to as the window function.
The numbers a, b are the frame parameters, with a being the shift
parameter and b the modulation parameter. It is known that if ab>1, then
for any g # L2(R), the family (EmbTna g) is not a frame, and in fact, it is not
even complete in L2(R) (see [4] p. 978). Also, if ab=1, this family is a
frame if and only if it is a Riesz basis for L2(R). Finally, if ab<1, the
family is overcomplete in the sense that one can remove at least one element
from the frame and the remaining elements will still form a frame (but
perhaps with different frame bounds).
Let a, b>0. We will be interested in the frame operator for functions g
for which (Emb Tna g)m, n # Z has at least a finite upper frame bound. This
class of functions is called the class of preframe functions and is denoted by
PF. Thus we suppress the dependence on a, b. We have immediately from
the definitions and our earlier considerations
Proposition 2.1. The following are equivalent:
(1) g # PF.
(2) The operator
Sf = :
n, m # Z
( f, EmbTna g) EmbTna g,
is a well defined bounded linear operator on L2(R).
A WH-system is any (g, a, b) with g # L2(R), and a preframe WH-system
is any (g, a, b) with g # PF.
If ab is rational, we will call (g, a, b) a rational WH-system. Wexler and
Raz [26] have shown that for any two WeylHeisenberg systems
(EmbTna g)m, n # Z and (EmbTnah)m, n # Z these systems are dual if and only if
(h, EkbTla g)=ab$k0 $l0 , k, l # Z, (*)
where $ is the Kronecker delta. This gives rise to a natural dual frame, viz.
that h satisfying (*) with minimal norm, called the WexlerRaz dual.
A direct calculation shows that the frame operator for a WeylHeisenberg
frame commutes with both translation and modulation. In particular,
the minimal dual frame of a WeylHeisenberg frame (Emb Tna g)m, n # Z
with frame operator S is itself a WeylHeisenberg frame of the form
(EmbTnaS&1g)m, n # Z . The fact that the minimal dual of a WeylHeisenberg
frame equals the WexlerRaz dual is a rather subtle point. We refer the
reader to [17], Propositions 3.23.3 and [6], Proposition 4.2.
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For a general shift-invariant system gnm=(gm( } &na))n, m # Z , we also
have the notion of an upper frame bound. This is a constant B< such
that
:
n, m # Z
|( f, gnm) | 2B & f &2 , f # L2(R).
There is a simple necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of
finite upper frame bounds for shift-invariant systems [15], Section 1.2,
[22], Section 1.4.
Proposition 2.2. For a shift-invariant system (gm( } &na))n, m # Z , the
following are equivalent:
(1) The system has a finite upper frame bound B.
(2) We have
\1a :m g^m(&&ka) g^m(&&la)+k, l # ZB } I, (2.5)
where g^(&)= e&2?it&g(t) dt denotes the Fourier transform of g.
If we fix the row with index 0 in (2.5) above, we get a necessary
condition for the existence of finite upper frame bounds.
Proposition 2.3. If a shift-invariant system (gmn) has a finite upper
frame bound B then
:
k # Z }
1
a
:
m # Z
g^m(&) g^m(&&ka) }
2
B a.e. (2.6)
Proof. The row with index 0 in (2.5) is just
\1a :m # Z g^m(&) g^m(&&ka)+k # Z .
We will make extensive use of the WH-frame Identity due to Daubechies
[4] (see also [14]). Careful examination of the proof of this result in [14],
Theorem 4.1.5, shows that we do not need the assumption of g # PF used
there. By checking functions which are bounded and supported just on an
interval of length 1b, one can see that the proof goes through without
change for any g # L2(R) with the property that n | g(x&na)|2B a.e. It
is this stronger result we will need and now state.
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WH-Frame Identity. If n | g(t&na)| 2B a.e. and f # L2(R) is
bounded and compactly supported, then
:
n # Z
:
m # Z
|( f, EmbTna g) |2=F1( f )+F2( f ), (2.7)
where
F1( f )=b&1 |
R
| f (t)| 2 :
n
| g(t&na)|2 dt, (2.8)
F2( f )=b&1 :
k{0
|
R
f (t) f (t&kb) :
n
g(t&na) g(t&na&kb) dt
=b&1 |
R
| f (t)|2 :
n
| g(t&na)| 2
+b&1 :
k1
2Re |
R
f (t) f (t&kb) :
n
g(t&na) g(t&na&kb) dt.
(2.9)
To simplify the notation a little we introduce the following auxiliary
functions:
Gk(t)= :
n # Z
g(t&na) g(t&na&kb), for all k # Z. (2.10)
When it is necessary to keep track of the function g in (2.10), we write
Gk#Gg, k . It follows easily from the WH-frame Identity that if g # PF, then
there is a constant B>0 such that,
G0(t)= :
n # Z
| g(t&na)|2B, a.e. (2.11)
Note that the Gk are periodic functions on R of period a.
Next we relate the condition (2.5) with some of the operators we will use
throughout this paper.
Proposition 2.4. Let a, b # R with ab1 and g # L2(R) and assume that
:
k # Z
|Gk(t)| 2B, a.e.
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Then for all bounded, compactly supported functions f # L2(R) the series
Lf =b&1 :
k
(Tkb f ) Gk
converges unconditionally in norm in L2(R). Moreover,
(Lf, f ) = :
m, n # Z
|( f, EmbTna g) |2.
Finally, if g # PF, so that the series
Sf = :
m, n
( f, Emb Tna g) EmbTna g,
also converges unconditionally in L2(R), we have that Lf=Sf.
Proof. First we will check that the series for Lf is unconditionally con-
vergent for all bounded, compactly supported functions f # L2(R). Since
this class of functions are finite sums of bounded functions supported on
intervals of the form In=[na, (n+1) a), n=1, 2, ..., it suffices to assume
that f is a bounded function supported on In with uniform upper bound D.
Now, since a1b, we have that the functions [(Tkb f ) Gk]k # Z are
disjointly supported. Since the Gk are periodic of period a, a simple
calculation yields for all M/Z with |M |<,
" :k # M (Tkb f ) Gk"L2(R)=|
a
0
| f (t)|2 :
k # M
|Gk(t)|2 dtD2 |
a
0
:
k # M
|Gk(t)|2 dt.
Since k |Gk(t)|2B a.e., it follows from the Monotone Convergence
Theorem that the series defining Lf (indeed, even every subseries)
converges. So the series for Lf converges unconditionally in L2(R).
For the moreover part, we check
(Lf, f ) =b&1 :k # Z (Tkb f ) Gk , f=b
&1 :
k # Z
( (Tkb f ) Gk , f )
=b&1 :
k # Z
|
R
f (t) f (t&kb) Gk(t) dt
= :
m, n # Z
|( f, EmbTna g) |2,
where the last equality follows from the WH-frame identity.
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To see that Sf=Lf, we mimic the argument of [14], Theorem 4.2.1, to
discover that for all bounded, compactly supported f # L2(R), and for all
h # L2(R) we have
b&1 :k (Tkb f ) } Gk , h= :m, n ( f, EmbTna g)(EmbTna g, h) =(Sf, h).
We define the Wiener amalgam space W(L, l 1) to be the set of all
complex valued measurable functions g on R for which there is some a>0
such that
&g&W, a= :
n # Z
&g } /[an, a(n+1))&= :
n # Z
&Tna g } /[0, a)&<.
It is easily checked that W(L, l 1) is a Banach space with the norm
& }&W, a . For the proof of the following properties of this space we refer to
[14], Proposition 4.1.7.
Lemma 2.5. For a function g # W(L, l 1) we have
(1) If &g&W, a is finite for one a then it is finite for all a.
(2) If m is a natural number and 0<bma, then &g&W, a
2m &g&W, b .
We end this section with a discussion concerning the types of con-
vergence we will work with in this paper. If xn are elements of some Banach
space X, a series n xn is said to be unconditionally convergent if for every
increasing sequence of natural numbers (kn) we have that
norm lim
n
:
n
j=1
xkj
exists.
The next result is well known and can be found for example in [20],
Proposition 1.c.1.
Proposition 2.6. For xn in a Banach space X, the following are
equivalent:
(1) n xn is unconditionally convergent.
(2) n x_(n) , converges for every permutation _.
(3) n %n xn converges for every choice of %n=0, \1. (Or equivalently,
for every choice of complex |%n|1).
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Moreover, in this case there is a constant K so that for every choice of
scalars (an) we have
":n an xn"K supn |an | ":n xn" .
We will also work with weak convergence of series in L2(R). The
celebrated OrliczPettis theorem says that weak unconditional convergence
and norm unconditional convergence are the same in every Banach space.
This result can be fund in [7], Chapter IV, p. 24.
OrliczPettis Theorem. If xn are elements of a Banach space so that
for every increasing sequence of natural numbers (kn) we have
weak lim
n
:
n
j=1
xkj
exists, then the series n xn is unconditionally convergent.
The problem in applications of this theorem is that we must know the
vector which is the unconditional sum of the series. The notion of weakly
unconditionally Cauchy, allows us to check unconditional convergence of
a series just from the series itself without having to know what it is
converging to.
Definition 2.7. A series n xn is said to be weakly unconditionally
Cauchy (wuC ) if given any permutation _ of the natural numbers we have
that (nk=1 x_(k)) is a weakly Cauchy sequence.
Recall the Banach space c0 :
c0=[x=(an) : &x&=: sup
n
|an |< and lim
n  
an=0].
Another well-known result ([7], Section V, Theorem 6) gives criteria for
checking when a series is wuC.
Theorem 2.8. The following are equivalent for a series n xn in a
Banach space:
(1) n xn is wuC.
(2) For every x* # X* we have
:
n
|x*(xn)|<.
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(3) For every (an) # c0 we have that
:
n
anxn
converges.
(4) There is a constant C so that for every finite subset M of the
natural numbers we have
" :n # M xn"C.
Our last result of this section, combined with the above, shows that all
these notions of unconditional convergence are equivalent for a Hilbert
space. We can, and will, therefore use them interchangeably throughout the
paper. First, we recall that a Banach space Y is said to embed into a
Banach space X if there is a subspace Z of X which is isomorphic to Y.
This theorem can be found in [7], p. 45, Theorem 8.
Theorem 2.9. If c0 does not embed into a Banach space X, then every
series n xn which is wuC is also unconditionally convergent in X.
3. THE ZAK TRANSFORM AND NECESSARY CONDITIONS
FOR FINITE UPPER FRAME BOUNDS
We will make extensive use of the Zak transform throughout the paper.
So we introduce the basic properties here. For a good survey of this impor-
tant subject see [14] Section 1.5, or [18].
Definition 3.1. The Zak transform of a function f # L2(R) is
(Z* f )(t, &)=*12 :
k # Z
f (*(t&k)) e2?ik&, a.e. t, & # R, (3.1)
where the right-hand side converges in L2loc(R
2)-sense.
In this section we will work with the case *=1, but in later sections we
will also need *=a, 1b etc. When *=1 we just write Z for the (standard)
Zak transform (omitting the subscript 1). So we will introduce the basic
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properties of the general Zak transform (see [13]) which we list below,
where f, h # L2(R):
*12f (*t)=|
1
0
(Z* f )(t, &) d&, a.e. t # R. (3.2)
(Z* f )(t+1, &)=e2?i&(Z* f )(t, &), a.e. t, & # R. (3.3)
(Z* f )(t, &+1)=(Z* f )(t, &), a.e. t, & # R. (3.4)
(Z* f )(t, &)=e2?i&t(Z1* f )(&&, t), a.e. t, & # R. (3.5)
|

&
f (t) h(t) dt=|
1
0
|
1
0
(Z* f )(t, &) (Z*h)(t, &) dt d&. (3.6)
Equalities (3.3) and (3.4), also referred to as the quasi-periodicity
relations, imply that the Zak transform is completely determined by its
values in the unit square Q=[0, 1)_[0, 1). Moreover, by (3.6), the Zak
transform is a unitary map of L2(R) onto L2(Q).
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that (EmTn g) has a finite upper frame bound
B. For each k # Z with Gk defined by (2.10) we have
(1) |(Zg)(t, &)|2B, a.e. t, & # [0, 1).
(2) |(Zg)(t, &)|2 has for a.e. t the Fourier series expansion
|(Zg)(t, &)|2= :

k=&
Gk(t) e&2?ik&, a.e. &.
(3) For a.e. t and all k # Z,
Gk (t)=|
1
0
|(Zg)(t, &)| 2 e2?ik& d&.
Proof. (1) follows from the definition of the Zak transform. (2) is an
application of Parseval’s Identity and Carleson’s theorem, and (3) follows
immediately from (2).
For the next result, we need a simple lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let F(t, &) be measurable in (t, &) # Q, and assume that
|F(t, &)|B a.e. t, &. Also assume that F(t, &) is continuous in & for a.e. t.
Then,
ess sup
t
|F(t, &0)|B, for all &0 # [0, 1).
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Proof. Take &0 # [0, 1). We have for a.e. t # [0, 1) that
|F(t, &)|B, a.e. & # [0, 1). (3.7)
Take a t # [0, 1) such that F(t, } ) is continuous and (3.7) holds for this t.
Then we can find a sequence (&n) in [0, 1) such that &n  &0 , while
|F(t, &n)|B. By the continuity of F(t, &) in &, it follows that |F(t, &0)|B.
Hence, ess supt |F(t, &0)|B, as required.
Now we give the basic construction for our examples. We will refine this
considerably in Sections 5 and 6.
Proposition 3.4. Let g # L2(R) and assume that (Em Tn g) has a finite
upper frame bound. For M/Z with |M |< and all f # L2(R) let
SM : L2(R)  L2(R) be given by
SM f = :
k # M
f ( } &k) Gk= :
k # M
(Tk f ) } Gk .
Then
&SM&=ess sup
t, & } :k # M Gk(t) e
&2?ik& } .
Moreover, for all &0 # [0, 1) we have
ess sup
t } :k # M Gk(t) e
&2?ik&0 }&SM&.
Proof. For any f # L2(R), taking the Zak transform, we have
Z _ :k # M f ( } &k) Gk& (t, &)=(Zf )(t, &) } :k # M Gk(t) e
&2?ik&, a.e. t, & # R.
Since Z is unitary, the operator norm of SM is the same as the operator
norm of the multiplication operator:
Zf # L2(Q)  (Zf )(t, &) } :
k # M
Gk(t) e&2?ik&.
But these operator norms are precisely,
&SM&=ess sup
t, & } :k # M Gk(t) e
&2?ik& } .
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For the moreover part of the proposition, we just take
F(t, &)= :
k # M
Gk(t) e&2?ik&
in Lemma 3.3.
We end this section by using the Zak transform to examine some special
consequences of a WH-system having a finite upper frame bound when
a=b=1.
Proposition 3.5. If (g, 1, 1) has a finite upper frame bound B then for
all n=1, 2, ... and for all &0 # [0, 1)
G0(t)+2 :
n
k=1
n&k
n
Re[Gk(t) e&2?ik&0]B, a.e. t.
Proof. If ( g, 1, 1) has upper frame bound B then by Proposition 2.3 we
have
:

n=&
|g(t&n)|2B,
and by Proposition 3.2 we have
|(Zg)(t, &)|2B, a.e. & # [0, 1).
Since G&k(t)=Gk(t), we have for any &0 that
G0(t)+2 :
n
k=1
n&k
n
Re[Gk(t) e&2?ik&0]
= :
n
k=&n \1&
|k|
n + Gk(t) e&2?ik&0
=|
1
0
|(Zg)(t, &)|2 :
n
k=&n \1&
|k|
n + e2?ik(&&&0) d&
=|
1
0
|(Zg)(t, &)|2
1
n \
sin ?n(&&&0)
sin ?(&&&0) +
2
d&
B |
1
0
1
n \
sin ?n(&&&0)
sin ?(&&&0) +
2
d&=B.
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This is Cesaro summation of a Fourier series, so we get for all &0 that
G0(t)+2 :
n
k=1
n&k
n
Re[Gk(t) e&2?ik&0]B, a.e. t.
The condition given in Proposition 3.5 is actually quite delicate. We will
now show that we cannot replace the numbers n&kn by ones in Proposi-
tion 3.5.
Example 3.6. There is a WH-system ( g, 1, 1) with a finite upper frame
bound for which the sequence of partial sums
:
n
k=1
Re[Gk(t)], n=1, 2, ...,
is independent of t and unbounded. This, of course, is the condition in
Proposition 3.5 with (n&k)n replaced by ones, &0=1 and arbitrary t.
Proof. In [9], pp. 161162, Edwards constructs a continuous, even,
real periodic f (which we can clearly take of period 1) such that the partial
sums
:
n
k=&n
ak e&2?ik& with ak=|
1
0
f (&) e2?ik& d&, (3.8)
are unbounded at &=0. Now take M # R such that M+f (&)>0
everywhere, and let g be such that
|(Zg)(t, &)|2=M+ f (&), (t, &) # Q.
Since f is even and real, we have that the Gk(t)=Gk (independent of t) are
real and even in k # Z as well. But these Gk equal the ak of (3.8) above for
k{0. Letting &0=0, we have the desired example.
In the special case of Proposition 3.5 when g is positive and real valued,
Proposition 3.5 yields a necessary condition for (EmTn g) to have a finite
upper frame bound. In general, this condition is called the CC-condition
and will be examined in detail in Section 4.
Corollary 3.7. Let g # L2(R) be positive and real valued. Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) The WH-system ( g, 1, 1) has a finite upper frame bound.
(2) There is a constant K>0 such that
:
k # Z
|Gk(t)|K, a.e. t # R.
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Proof. (1) O (2): Letting &0=0 in Proposition 3.5, we see that our
assumptions imply there is a constant B>0 so that
sup
n
:
n
k=1
n&k
n
Gk(t)B, a.e. t.
Now (2) follows easily from here.
(2) O (1): This is a result of Casazza and Christensen [2].
The next example shows that the positivity assumption in Corollary 3.7
is necessary.
Example 3.8. There is a real valued function g such that (EmTn g) has
a finite upper frame bound, while k |Gk | is not essentially bounded.
Proof. We define
1 : 0t<1, 0&< 14
F(t, &)={ 12 : 0t<1, 14&< 341 : 0t<1, 34&<1.
Now extend F quasi-periodically by Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) to all of R_R.
Choose the unique function g # L2(R) for which F=Zg. Using equality
(3.2) we can find this g explicitly as
g(t+k)={
3
4
: k=0,
sin 12?k
2?k
: k{0,
0t<1
0t<1.
A direct calculation (see e.g. [3], the proof of Proposition 2.4) shows that
:
k
|Gk |=, everywhere.
4. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR FINITE
UPPER FRAME BOUNDS
It is well known [14] that a function g in the Wiener space W(L, l 1)
is in PF. This was the standard condition used until recently for guarantee-
ing a function in L2(R) yielded a WH-system with a finite upper frame
bound. Recently, Casazza, and Christensen [2], gave a signiffcantly weaker
condition which guarantees a function is in PF.
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Theorem 4.1. Let a, b # R and g # L2(R). If there is a constant B>0 so
that
:
k # Z
|Gk(t)|B, a.e. (CC)
then g # PF.
After introduction in [2] of the condition in Theorem 4.1, this condition
has become known in small circles as the CC-condition. To avoid one and
the same condition having different names we shall adhere to this conven-
tion. Example 3.8 is an example of a function in PF which fails to satisfy
the CC-condition above. Examples of this kind can also be found in [3].
It is, however, easy to see that this condition is much weaker than
requiring that g be in the Wiener space. This example appeared in [24],
Proposition 5.2.5.
Example 4.2. There are functions satisfying the CC-condition which are
not in the Wiener space.
Proof. We let a=b=1 and let
g= :

n=0
/[n+1&2&n, n+1&2&n&1) .
Since this g is positive and real, we can calculate
:
k # Z } :n # Z g(t&n) g(t&n&k) }=\ :n # Z g(t&n)+
2
=1.
Clearly, n &g } /[m, m+1)&=.
In this section we will give a detailed analysis of the CC-condition and
its relation to the frame bounds. To begin, we will examine the connection
between this condition and Zak matrices. We refer the reader to [15]
Section 1.5 for more details. Let ab=pq with p, q # Z and gcd( p, q)=1.
We make a particular choice for the Zak transform,
(Zf )(t, &)=b&12 :

l=&
f \t&lb + e2?il&, a.e. t, & # R. (4.1)
where f # L2(R). We define for f, h # L2(R), and a.e. t, & # R, the ( p_q)-
matrix,
8 f(t, &)=p&12 \(Zf ) \t&l pq , &+
k
p++k=0, 1, ..., p&1; l=0, 1, ..., q&1 (4.2)
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and the ( p_p)-matrix (where * denotes conjugate transpose)
A fh(t, &)=8 f(t, &)[8h(t, &)]*. (4.3)
When (EmbTna g) has a finite upper frame bound, then for f # L2(R) and
a.e. t, & we have
8Sf(t, &)=Agg(t, &) 8 f(t, &), (4.4)
where Agg is an operator. Hence the action of the frame operator amounts
to multiplication in the Zak-domain by the matrix Agg(t, &). In particular,
S has the frame bounds A, B if and only if
A } Ip_pAgg(t, &)B } Ip_p a.e. t, &. (4.5)
We can now calculate for f # L2(R), n=1, 2, ... and a.e. t, &
8Snf(t, &)=(Agg(t, &))n 8 f(t, &). (4.6)
Also, denoting by %#=S &1g, the minimal dual window of the WH-frame
generated by g, we have for f # L2(R) and a.e. t, &,
A%#%#(t, &)=[Agg(t, &)]&1 (4.7)
and
8S&1f(t, &)=A%#%#(t, &) 8 f(t, &). (4.8)
Formulas (4.6)(4.8) are special cases of the formula
8,(S) f(t, &)=,(A gg(t, &)) 8 f(t, &) a.e. t, & (4.9)
for f # L2(R), where , is a function analytic in a neighborhood of [A, B],
A, B being the frame bounds. For some special cases like ,(x)=x:, we can
obtain this result directly by using
x:=\A+B2 +
:
\1&\1& 2A+B x++
:
=\A+B2 +
:
:

n=0 \
:
n+ (&1)n \1&
2
A+B
x+
n
.
Note that I&(2(A+B)) S has operator norm (B&A)(B+A)<1. For
general ,, we may have to use a Dunford representation
,(S )=
1
2?i |C (*I&S )
&1 ,(*) d*
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(where C is a contour containing [A, B] in its interior) together with (4.6)
to make sense out of this calculation.
The connection between the CC-condition and the Zak matrices Agg(t, &)
can now be obtained. From [15], Theorem 1.2.5 and Subsection 1.3.2, we
have g # PF with upper frame bound B if and only if for a.e. t,
1
b
Mg(t) Mg*(t)=\1b :n g(t&(lb)+na) g(t&( jb)+na)+l, j # ZB } I.
Here, Mg(t)=(g(t+na&lb))l, n # Z . Therefore, for a.e. t we have
\:n g(t+(mb)&na) g(t+(mb)&na&lb)+l # Z
=(Mg(t+mb) Mg*(t+mb) e0)l # Z # l
2, (4.10)
with l 2-norm bB for all m and a.e. t. Thus, for all m, k=0, 1, ..., p&1
and a.e. t
S ggmk=:
l
\:n g(t+(mb)&na) g(t+(mb)&na&(lb))+ } e
&2?il(&+kp),
(4.11)
is well-defined as a 1-periodic L2[0, 1)-function in &. Since Mg(t) Mg*(t)
and Mg*(t) Mg(t) have the same operator norm, we also have that for
a.e. t,
:
k
| g(t&kb)|2bB. (4.12)
We now have
Proposition 4.3. Let ab=pq with gcd( p, q)=1, and let g # PF. The
following are equivalent:
(1) g satisfies the CC-condition.
(2) S gg(t, &) has for a.e. t an absolutely convergent Fourier series in &
with a.e. t-independent bound on the sums of the absolute values of the
Fourier coefficients.
Proof. We observe that
:
n
g(t+(mb)&na) g(t+(mb)&na&lb)=Gm&l (t+mb).
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Thus,
:
l
}:n g(t+(mb)&na) g(t+(mb)&na&lb) e
&2?ilkp }
=:
l
|Gm&l (t+mb)|, m, k=0, 1, ..., p&1.
This easily implies the equivalence of (1) and (2).
We can now relate S gg to A gg.
Proposition 4.4. If g # PF, then
S ggmk(t, &)=be
&2?imkp :
p&1
r=0
A ggrk (bt, &) e
2?imrp, a.e. t, &.
and
Aggjk (bt, &)=
1
bp
:
p&1
m=0
S ggmk(t, &) e
2?im(k&j )p, a.e. t, &.
Proof. Assume that g # PF. We want to show that for a.e. t, &
S ggmk(t, &)=be
&2?imkp :
p&1
r=0
A ggrk (bt, &) e
2?imrp, (4.13)
and
A ggjk (t, &)=
1
bp
:
p&1
m=0
S ggmk(t, &) e
2?i(k&j )p, (4.14)
for m, k, j=0, 1, ..., p&1.
Note that when f # L2(R) we have for all t outside a null set N that
l | f (
t&l
b )|
2 is finite a.e. For such a t we have that
:

l=&
f \t&lb + e2?il&, a.e. & # R, (4.15)
defines a 1-periodic L2[0, 1)-function of &, and we shall choose one repre-
sentative of Zf in (4.2) such that (Zf )(t, &) agrees with (4.1) a.e. & # R when
t is outside N. For g # PF, the situation is even slightly better as (4.12)
shows.
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Now we let t be such that bt&j pq  N for j=0, 1, ..., q&1, and we shall
compute the Fourier coefficients with respect to & of the 1-periodic function
Aggrk (t, &)=
1
p
:
q&1
j=0
(Zg) \bt& j pq , &+
r
p+ (Zg) \bt& j
p
q
, &+
k
p+ . (4.16)
Let l # Z. There holds (since pqb=a)
|
1
0
e2?il&(Zg) \bt&j pq , &+
r
p+ (Zg) \bt& j
p
q
, &+
k
p+ d&
=
1
b |
1
0
e2?il& \ :

s=&
g \t&ja&sb+ e2?is(&+rp)+
_\ :

j=&
g \t&ja& sb+ e2?i(&+kp)+ d&
=
1
b |
1
0 \ :

s=&
g \t&ja&sb+ e2?is(rp)+
_\ :

s=&
g \t& ja&sb+ e2?is(rp)e2?is&+ d&
=
1
b |
1
0 \ :

s=&
g \t& ja&s&lb + e2?i(s+l ) &e2?is&+
_\ :

s=&
g \t&ja& sb+ e2?is(&kp)e2?is&+ d&
=
1
b
:

s=&
g \t&ja&s&lb + g \t&ja&
s
b+ e2?i(s&l) rp&2?is(kp),
(4.17)
where for the last equality we have used Parseval’s formula. Thus,
|
1
0
e2?il& :
p&1
r=0
A ggrk(bt, &) e
2?im(rp) d&
=
1
bp
:
q&1
j=0
:
p&1
r=0
:

s=&
g \t&ja&s&lb + g \t&ja&
s
b+
_ e&2?is(kp)e2?i(s&l+m) rp. (4.18)
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Carrying out the summation over r in (4.18), we see that only s of the form
l&m+vp, v # Z survive. And thus (4.18) is equal to
1
b
:
q&1
j=0
:

v=&
g \t&ja&&m+vpb + g \t&ja&
l&m&vp
b + e&2?i(l&m) kp
=
1
b
:
q&1
j=0
:

v=&
g \t&\ja+vpb ++
m
b + g \t&\ ja+
vp
b ++
m
b
&
l
b+
_e&2?i(l&m) kp.
Now
ja+
vp
b
=\ j+vpab+ a=( j+vq) a,
and j+vq, ranges through all of Z when j=0, 1, ..., q&1, v # Z. Hence,
(4.18) is equal to
1
b
:

j=&
g \t+mb &ja+ g \t+
m
b
&ja&
l
b+ e&2?i(l&m) kp.
Therefore,
|
1
0
be&2?im(kp) :
p&1
r=0
Aggrk (bt, &) e
2?m(rp)e2?il& d&
=e&2?il(kp) :

j=&
g \t+mb &ja+ g \t+
m
b
&ja&
l
b+ .
We now choose t also such that (4.10) holds. For such a t we then have
that
be&2?im(kp) :
p&1
r=0
A ggrk (bt, &) e
2?im(rp)
t :

l=& \ :

j=&
g \t+mb &ja+ g \t+
m
b
&ja&
l
b++e&2?il(kp)e&2?il&
=S ggmk(t, &).
This establishes (4.13). The identity (4.14) follows directly from (4.13), and
this completes the proof of Proposition 4.4.
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Note that both S gg(bt, &) and Agg(t, &) are periodic in t, & with periods
a, 1 respectively. By Proposition 4.4, it follows that for a particular t,
Agg(t, &) has an absolutely convergent Fourier series in & if and only if
S gg(t, &) has such a series.
Remark. In Proposition 4.4 and the results following Definition 4.7, we
could have worked with the Zak transform Za instead of Z1b and we would
have obtained the same results. This is based on [15], Subsection 1.5.7 and
the fact that for all k, l=0, 1, ..., p&1 and a.e. t, &
1
p
:
q&1
j=0
(Za g) \t&k qp , &&
j
q+ (Za g)* \t&l
q
p
, &&
j
q+
=
1
b
:

r=&
Gl&k+rp \at&kb+ e&2?irq&,
when g # PF. These developments are discussed in detail at the end of this
section.
We have discused the t-versions of the results for WH-systems so far.
Note that ( g^, b, a) is a WH-frame with frame bounds A, B if and only if
(g, a, b) is a WH-frame with frame bounds A, B. Thus all the results
presented thus far have &-versions as well. In what follows on the next few
pages, these &-versions are generalized to the case of shift-invariant systems.
We can now easily pass the CC-condition through the frame operator even
for general shift-invariant systems. In this setting, if
( gmn)=( gm( } &na))n, m # Z
is a shift invariant system, the CC-condition looks like:
:
k # Z }
1
a
:
m
g^m(&) g^m(&&ka) }B, a.e. &. (4.19)
Theorem 4.5. Let (gm( } &na))m, n # Z be a shift-invariant system with a
finite upper frame bound and frame operator S. If the system satisfies the
CC-condition, then ((Sg)( } &na))n, m # Z satisfies the CC-condition.
Proof. Let B be the upper frame bound of our system. We have for
f # L2(R) and a.e. & # R that
(Sf@ )(&)=:
l
S 0l(&) f (&&la),
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where
S 0l(&)=
1
a
: g^m(&) g^m(&&la).
This can also be written in terms of the matrix
S (&)=\1a :m g^m(&&ka) g^m(&&la)+k, l # Z
as
((Sf@ )(&&ka))k # Z=S (&)( f (&&la))l # Z .
From this it is evident that we have for polynomials , that
((,(S ) f@ )(&&ka))k # Z=,(S (&))( f (&&la))l # Z
and one can even allow functions , analytic in an open set contained in the
closed segment [A, B]. This is so since the frame operator S has the frame
bounds A, B if and only if AIS (&)BI a.e. & # R.
Now assume that our system satisfies the CC-condition. Since S
commutes with all shifts Tna , n # Z, it follows that the system
((Sgm)( } &na))n, m # Z has frame operator S 3. Then by the above functional
calculus we must show that there is a K>0 such that for a.e. & # R
:
l
|S 30l(&)|K. (4.20)
Using (4.19) with &&ka instead of &, we see that there is an M>0 such
that for a.e. & # R
:
l
|S kl(&)|M.
Therefore, for all i # Z and a.e. & # R
:
j
|S 2ij (&)|=:
j }:k S ik(&) S kj (&) }:k |S ik(&)| :j |S kj (&)|M
2,
and, for all i # Z and a.e. & # R
:
l
|S 3il (&)|=:
l
}:k S
2
ik(&) S kl (&) }:k |S
2
ik(&)| :
l
|S (&)|M 3.
This is what we wanted (even somewhat more).
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It is an open question whether the WexlerRaz dual S&1g satisfies the
CC-condition if g satisfies it. Later in this section we will examine a
‘‘uniform’’ version of the CC-condition and show that this condition is
indeed inherited by S &1g.
We will now show that the CC-condition for shift invariant systems
yields a finite upper frame bound for these systems. First, we recall the
Schur Test.
Schur Test. Assume that A=(Ak, l)k, l # Z satisfies
:
k # Z
|Ak, l |B, l # Z and :
l # Z
|Ak, l|B, k # Z.
Then A defines a bounded linear operator of l 2 with &A&l 2  l2B.
Our next result now follows easily.
Proposition 4.6. If a shift invariant system (gm( } &na))m, n # Z satisfies
the CC-condition, then it has a finite upper frame bound.
Proof. If we assume the CC-condition, since countable unions of null
sets are null sets, we have for a.e. & that
:
k }
1
a
:
m
g^m(&&ka) g^m(&&la) }B, \l # Z,
and
:
l
} 1a :m g^m(&&ka) g^m(&&la) }B, \k # Z.
By the Schur Test, the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2 are satisfied, and so
the system has a finite upper frame bound.
Now we will consider a uniform version of the the CC-condition which
is strong enough to pass to the dual.
Definition 4.7. Assume that (g, a, b) has a finite upper frame bound.
We say that (g, a, b) satisfies a uniform CC-condition when for every =>0
there is a K>0 so that for a.e. t we have
:
|k|K
|Gk(t)|= :
|k|K }:n g(t&na) g(t&na&kb) }<=.
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It is easily checked that g satisfies the UCC-condition if g # W(L, l 1)).
Also, using the finite upper frame bound assumption, it is easily checked
that the UCC- condition implies the CC-condition. The converse implication
fails as the next example shows.
Example 4.8. There is a WH-system ( g, 1, 1) satisfying the CC-condition
but failing the UCC-condition.
Proof. In the case a=b=1 and g # L2(R), the CC-condition means
there is a B>0 such that for a.e. t,
:
k # Z } :n # Z g(t&n) g(t&n&k) }B,
while the UCC-condition means for all =>0 there is a K>0 such that for
a.e. t,
:
k # Z, |k| K } :n # Z g(t&n) g(t&n&k) }<=.
Also, we note that for a g satisfying the CC (or UCC)-condition, the
quantities
Gk(t)= :
n # Z
g(t&n) g(t&n&k), k # Z
are the Fourier coefficients of |(Zg)(t, &)|2 (see Section 3). Now, choose
real numbers :l>0, for l=0, 1, 2, ... with
M= :

l=0
:l<,
and define F(t, &) for t, & # [0, ) by setting
F(t, &)=M+ :

l=m
:l&m cos 2?l&, t # _1& 1m , 1&
1
m+1+ , & # [0, 1).
Then let g be the unique element of L2(R) with
(Zg)(t, &)=- F(t, &), t, & # [0, 1).
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Now, a direct calculation shows that for this g we have
:
n
g(t&n) g(t&n&k)={0 : |k|=0, 1, ..., m&1,12: |k|&m : |k|=m, m+1, ...
when t # [1& 1m , 1&
1
m+1). Hence, g satisfies the CC-condition but not the
UCC-condition.
We can also formulate the UCC-condition in terms of the behavior of
the Fourier series for Agg(t, } ).
Proposition 4.9. For ab= pq , with gcd( p, q)=1, and g # PF, the following
are equivalent
(1) g satisfies the uniform CC-condition.
(2) there is a null set N of t’s such that the Fourier series of Agg(t, } )
converges uniformly outside N.
Proof. Assume g # PF satisfies the UCC-condition. For j=1, 2, ... we let
Kj>0 and the null set Nj/R be such that
:
|l |Kj&p+1
|Gl (t)|
1
j
, t  Nj .
We let N=j=1 Nj and ffnally let W=
p&1
m=0 (N&
m
b ). Outside the null set
W we have
:
|l | Kj
}:n g \t+
m
b
&na+ g \t+mb &na&
l
b+ e&2?il(kp) }
= :
|l | Kj
}Gm&l \t+mb + } :|l |Kj&p+1 }Gl \t+
m
b + }
1
j
,
for m, k=0, 1, ..., p&1. Thus we see that the Fourier series for S ggmk(t, } ) is
uniformly convergent for t  W, m, k=0, 1, ..., p&1. Evidently, from
Proposition 4.4, the same holds for the A ggjk (t, } ).
The proof of the converse is similar.
To establish that the uniform CC-condition is really a usable tool, we
next show that a condition of Tolimieri and Orr [15], Subsection 1.4.3, is
strong enough to imply it.
Definition 4.10. Let (g, a, b) be a WH-system with finite upper frame
bound. For x, y # R, write for reasons of conciseness
gx, y(t)=e2?iytg(t&x)=(Ey Tx g)(t), t # R.
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We say that (g, a, b) satisfies the condition of Tolimieri and Orr when
:
k, l
|( g, gkb, la) |<. (A)
It is known [15], Subsection 1.4.3, that condition A guarantees uncondi-
tional convergence of the Janssen representation for the frame operator:
Sf =
1
ab
:
k, l
( g, gkb, la) fkb, la , f # L
2(R).
We can also formulate Condition A in terms of the Zak matrices (see
[19], Theorem 1.3).
Proposition 4.11. Let g # PF. Then the following are equivalent
(1) g satisfies Condition A.
(2) The matrix Agg(t, &) (which is periodic in both variables) has an
absolutely convergent Fourier series in both variables.
Now we relate Condition A to the CC-condition.
Proposition 4.12. If (g, a, b) is a WH-system with a finite upper frame
bound, and g satisfies condition A, then g satisfies the uniform CC-condition.
Proof. Since (g, a, b) has a finite upper frame bound, by equality (2.11)
there is a B>0 so that
:
n
| g(t&na)|2B, a.e. t. (4.21)
Hence, the functions
Gk(t)=:
n
g(t&na) g(t&na&kb), k # Z
are well-defined a.e. with finite L-norm. Note that Gk(t) is periodic in t
with period a. By (4.5) we can compute the Fourier coefficients of Gk(t) by
integrating term by term according to
1
a |
a
0
Gk(t) e&2?ilta dt=
1
a |
a
0
:
n
g(t&na) g(t&na&kb) e&2?il(t&na)a dt
=
1
a |

&
g(t) g(t&kb) &2?ilta dt=
1
a
( g, gkb, la).
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Thus,
Gk(t)t
1
a
:
l
( g, gkb, la) e
&2?ilta. (4.22)
Now, if we assume condition A then the right-hand side of (4.22) is a
continuous function and agrees a.e. with Gk(t). Thus,
|Gk(t)|
1
a
:
l
|( g, gkb, la) |, a.e. t
and so
:
k
|Gk(t)|
1
a
:
k, l
|( g, gkb, la) |<, a.e. t
Now it is clear that the uniform CC-condition is satisfied.
The next example shows that the converse of Proposition 4.12 fails in
general.
Example 4.13. There is a function g # PF satisfying the uniform
CC-condition but not satisfying condition A.
Proof. We let a=b=1 and take
g(t)=/[0, 12)(t)+ 12 /[12, 1)(t).
Then
(Zg)(t, &)=g(t) and Agg(t, &)=g2(t), 0t, &<1,
are discontinuous. Whence, Agg cannot possess an absolutely convergent
Fourier series in two variables. By Proposition 4.11, it follows that g
does not satisfy Condition A. However, for any t, Agg(t, } ) has a Fourier
series in & consisting of the constant term only which is therefore
uniformly absolutely convergent with respect to t. So g satisfies the uniform
CC-condition by Proposition 4.9.
Finally, we will show that the uniform CC-condition passes to the
WexlerRaz dual S &1g. We first need a uniform version of a theorem of
Wiener. For completeness, we will sketch a proof.
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Uniform Wiener 1f -Theorem. Let V be a set of 1-periodic functions with
uniformly absolutely convergent Fourier series. That is, for every =>0,
there is a K # N such that
:
|k|K
|ak( f )|=, for all f # V, (4.23)
where
ak( f )=|
1
0
e&2?ik&f (&) d&.
Also, assume there are real numbers 0<C, D such that
C| f (&)|D, for all f # V, & # R. (4.24)
Then for every =>0, there is a K>0 so that
:
|k|K
|ak(1f )|<=, for all f # V. (4.25)
Proof. We follow the elementary proof of Wiener’s 1f -Theorem due to
Newman [21]. Accordingly, we can assume that
| f (&)|1, for all f # V, & # R.
Also, by (4.23) and (4.24) and some elementary considerations, we have
that there is a real number E>0 such that
& f &= :

k=&
|ak( f )|E, for all f # V.
Again by (4.23) and (4.24), we can find a K # N, an F>0 and for any f # V,
a trigonometric polynomial Pf of degree K such that
&Pf & f & 13 and max |Pf |F.
Now by Bernstein’s Theorem ([1], Theorem 11.1.2) we have that
max |P$f |2?K max |Pf |2?KF, for all f # V.
We thus see that all the bounds that play a role in Newman’s proof hold
uniformly for f # V, and hence the result follows.
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Theorem 4.14. If ab is rational, (g, a, b) a WeylHeisenberg frame with
frame operator S and if g satisfies the uniform CC-condition, then S &1g
satisfies the uniform CC-condition.
Proof. Let %#=S &1g. To prove the theorem, we check that outside a
null set of t’s, we have uniformly absolutely convergent Fourier series for
all matrix elements S %#%#mk (t, } ) as a function of the second variable. Then the
result will follow from Proposition 4.9.
We let N1 be a null set of t’s outside which we have
A
1
b
:
n
| g(t&na)|2B,
and
:
|k|Km
}:n g(t&na) g(t&na&kb) }
1
m
,
for some 0<A, B<, K1<K2 , ... . By Proposition 4.9, all matrix elements
S ggmk(t, } ), whence all matrix elements A
gg
rk(bt, } ), have uniformly absolutely
convergent Fourier series in the second variable, for t outside N1 . Since
(g, a, b) is a WH-frame, we know by (4.5) that a.e. t, &
AIp_pAgg(bt, &)BIp_p . (4.26)
So we can find a null set N2 of t’s such that for t outside N2 we have that
(4.26) holds a.e. in & # R. Letting N=N1 _ N2 , we have for t outside N that
all matrix elements of Agg(bt, &) have absolutely and uniformly convergent
Fourier series in & and are continuous in &. Therefore, (4.26) holds for all
&. It follows that for all t outside N, we have that det[Agg(bt, &)] has an
absolutely uniformly convergent Fourier series in & and is uniformly
bounded away from 0 and .
We now consider for t outside N (see (4.7)),
A%#%#(bt, &)=
adj(Agg(bt, &))
det[Agg(bt, &)]
,
where we have used Cramer’s Rule for the computation of the inverse of
the matrix. By the uniform 1f -Theorem, and some elementary properties of
absolutely convergent Fourier series, we conclude that all matrix elements
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of A%#%#(bt, &) have absolutely and uniformly convergent Fourier series in &,
whenever t  N. This implies, by Proposition 4.4, that all matrix elements
of S %#%#(t, &) have absolutely and uniformly convergent Fourier series in &
whenever b  N. Now by Proposition 4.9, the uniform CC-condition is
satisfied by (%#, a, b).
As noted by Newman [21] at the end of his proof, we can allow more
general functions , analytic in a neighborhood of the range of f. The
uniform 1f -Theorem can then be generalized accordingly. Hence, one is led
to expect validity of the uniform CC-condition for systems like (S :g, a, b)
for certain f whenever (g, a, b) is a frame satisfying the uniform CC-condi-
tion. We have not carried out this program in detail, but it would be
interesting if a careful study was made along these lines. The proof cannot,
however, be based on Cramer’s rule as we used in the proof of Theorem
4.14 above, but should rely now on Dunford representations
(Agg(bt, &)):=
1
2?i |C (zI&A
gg(bt, &))&1 z: dz,
together with the uniform 1f -Theorem.
When we want to replace in Theorem 4.14 the uniform CC-condition by
the CC-condition, we are faced with the fact that there does not seem to
be available a Wiener 1f -Theorem that yields a bound on &1f & in terms of
the bounds M, C, D bounding f by: & f &M, and 0<C| f (&)|D<.
This also seems to be an interesting direction of study in itself. (See the
note at the end of this manuscript).
We end this section by presenting an alternative approach to Proposi-
tion 4.4 and the results following Definition 4.7 which use the Zak trans-
form Za in the place of Z1b . Let for f, h # L2(R) and a.e. f, & (see [15],
Subsection 1.5.7)
9 f(t, &)=\ p&12(Za f ) \t&k qp , &&
j
q++k=0, ..., p&1; j=0, ..., q&1 , (4.28)
B fh(t, &)=9 f(t, &)(9 h(t, &))*. (4.29)
Then for g # PF and f # L2(R) there holds a.e. t, &
9 Sf(t, &)=B gg(t, &) 9 f(t, &), (4.30)
and B gg is 1-periodic in t and q&1-periodic in &. Now, TolimieriOrr’s
Condition A is satisfied if and only if B gg has an absolutely convergent
Fourier series. Next, in place of Proposition 4.4, we have
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Proposition 4.15. We have for k, l=0, 1, ..., p&1 and a.e. t, &
(B gg(t, &))k, l=
1
b
:

r=&
Gl&k+rp \at&kb+ e&2?irq&. (4.31)
Proof. We compute for k, l=0, 1, ..., p&1, n # Z and a.e. t, &
|
1
0
(B gg(t, &))k, l e
2?in& d&
=
1
p |
1
0
:
q&1
j=0
(Za g) \t&k qp , &&
j
q+ (Za g) \t&l
q
p
, &&
j
q+ e2?in& d&
=
a
p
:
q&1
j=0
|
1
0 _e2?in& \ :

s=&
g \a \t&k qp&s++ e2?is(&&jq)+
} \ :

s=&
g \a \t&l qp&s++ e2?is(&&jq)+& d&. (4.32)
We move the e2?in& to the second series over s and then change the summa-
tion variable s into s+n to obtain
|
1
0
(B gg(t, &))k, l e
2?in& d&
=
a
p
:
q&1
j=0
|
1
0 _\ :

s=&
g \a \t&k qp&s++ e&2?isjq } e2?is&+
} \ :

s=&
g \a \t&l qp&s&n++ e&2?i(s+n) jq } e2?is&+& d&
=
a
p
:
q&1
j=0
:

s=&
g \a \t&k qp&s++ e&2?isjq
_g \a \t&l qp&s&n++ e&2?i(s+n) jq, (4.33)
where in the last step we have used Parseval’s formula. Now, since
q&1j=0 e
2?injq=q when n is a multiple of q and 0 otherwise, we obtain
|
1
0
(B gg(t, &))k, l e
2?in& d&
={
0, n{0 (mod q)
aq
p
:

s=&
g \a \t&k qp&s++ g \a \t&l
q
p
&s&rq++, n=rq.
(4.34)
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Now, since aqp =
1
b , (4.31) follows from (4.33), (4.34) and
:

s=&
g \a \t&k qp&s++ g \a \t&l
q
p
&s&rq++
= :

s=&
g \at&kb&sa+ g \at&
l
b
&sa&
rp
b +
= :

s=&
g \at&kb&sa+ g \at&
k
b
&sa&
rp+l&k
b +
=Grp+l&k \at&kb+ .
It follows that, for a particular t, all (B gg(t, &))k, l , k, l=0, 1, ..., p&1, have
an absolutely convergent Fourier series in & if and only if
:
r }Grp+l&k \at&
k
b+ }<, k, l=0, 1, ..., p&1.
From this point onwards, the developments after Proposition 4.4 can be
essentially copied from what appears there.
Although in the preceding developments, we really had two different
approaches depending upon our choice of the Zak transform, there are
several situations later in the paper wither the choice of Zak transform is
more or less dictated by the situation. For example, in the proof of
Theorem 6.8, (2) O (1), the choice for Za is more or less dictated by the
fact that the Gk are a-periodic. In the proof of Proposition 6.11, the choice
for Z1b is also more or less dictated since choosing Za instead would lead
to a formula in which the dependence on k would also appear in the Za f.
5. SYMMETRIC, WEAK, AND NORM CONVERGENCE OF
THE WALNUT REPRESENTATION
In this section we will make a detailed analysis of the convergence
properties of the Walnut representation of the WH-frame operator
generated by a function g # PF. Recall from Proposition 2.4 that for g # PF
we have that the two series
Lf =b&1 :
k # Z
(Tkb f ) Gk=Sf = :
m, n
( f, Emb Tna g) EmbTna g (5.1)
converge unconditionally in norm on a dense subset of L2(R).
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We will need some notation for checking convergence of series of
arbitrary functions in the left-hand side of (5.1).
Definition 5.1. Let g # L2(R) satisfy G0(t)B a.e. For any f # L2(R),
and any K, L # Z, we let
SK, L f (t)= :
K
k=&L
f (t&kb) Gk(t),
where as usual Gk(t)=n g(t&na) g(t&na&kb). We also let SK=SK, K .
If M/Z with |M |<, define
SM f (t)= :
k # M
f (t&kb) Gk(t).
Also, if F is the Fourier transform, let TK, L=FSK, L . That is, for all
h # L2(R) and & # R,
(TK, Lh)(&)=F(SK, Lh)(&).
If limK   SK f exists, we say that the Walnut series for f converges sym-
metricallyand this can be in either the norm or the weak topologyand
we say the Walnut series for f converges when limK, L   SK, L f exists. Our
first result shows that weak and norm symmetric convergence of the
Walnut series are equivalent.
Theorem 5.2. For a, b # R and g # L2(R) with |G0(t)|B a.e., the
following are equivalent
(1) The Walnut series converges in norm symmetrically for every
f # L2(R).
(2) The Walnut series converges weakly symmetrically for every
f # L2(R).
(3) We have supK &SK&=B<.
(4) The WH-frame identity holds for all f # L2(R) and the series on
the right hand side of the identity converges symmetrically. That is,
:
m, n # Z
|( f, EmbTna g) |2= lim
K  
1
b
:
K
k=&K
|
R
f (t) f (t&kb) Gk(t) dt.
Moreover, in this case the WH-system (g, a, b) has a finite upper frame
bound and the Walnut series converges symmetrically to Sf, for all f # L2(R).
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Proof. (1) O (2): this is obvious.
(2) O (3): This is obvious when we interpret it correctly. Our
assumption (2) implies that for every f # L2(R), (SK f )K # Z converges
weakly in L2(R), and hence is a bounded sequence. Since the SK are clearly
bounded operators, the Uniform Boundedness Principle yields (3).
(3) O (1): By (5.1) we know that (SK f ) converges on the dense set
of compactly supported f # L2(R). By assumption (3), the operators (SK)
are uniformly bounded. So (SK f ) converges in norm for all f # L2(R).
(4) O (1): This is immediate from the above and Proposition 2.4.
For the moreover part of the theorem, we note that (3) and Proposition
2.4 yield that there is a constant B>0 so that for all bounded, compactly
supported f # L2(R) we have
:
m, n # Z
|( f, EmbTna g) |2=(Lf, f )&L& & f &2B & f &2.
So our WH-system has upper frame bound B for a dense set of elements
of L2(R), whence for all of L2(R).
Proposition 5.3. If the WH-system ( g, 1, 1) has a finite upper frame
bound, then the following are equivalent:
(1) The Walnut series converges symmetrically for every f # L2(R).
(2) There is a B>0 such that
sup
K
ess sup
t, & } :
K
k=&K
Gk(t) e&2?ik& }B.
Proof. By Proposition 3.4 (with M=[&K, &(K&1), ..., K&1, K]) we
know that
&SK&=ess sup
t, & } :
K
k=&K
Gk(t) e&2?ik& } .
Combining this with Theorem 5.2 yields the result.
Proposition 5.3, as well as Propositions 5.6 and 6.2 below have
generalizations to the case of rational WH-systems. We will discuss these
generalizations at the end of Section 6.
Our next example shows that there are functions g # PF for which the
Walnut representation does not converge symmetrically for some function
f # L2(R).
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Example 5.4. There is a WH-system (g, a, b), with a finite upper frame
bound, for which the Walnut series does not converge symmetrically in
L2(R), for some f # L2(R).
Proof. We let a=b=1. We are going to construct a g # L2(R)
(actually, the Zak transform of such a g) which takes on the constant value
gn on the intervals [n, n+1). Note that for such a g, for each k # Z we
have,
\k= :
n # Z
g(t&n) g(t&n&k)= :
n # Z
gn g(n&k),
are well-defined absolutely convergent series. Moreover, by Proposition
3.2, these numbers \k are the Fourier coefficients of |(Zg)(t, } )|2, when
0t<1. To construct our g, choose a continuous, real, 1-periodic function
\, see [9], p. 161, so that
\ :
K
k=&K
cke&2?ik&+k=1, 2, ... (5.2)
is an unbounded sequence at a particular point &=&0 , where the ck are the
Fourier coefficients,
ck=|
1
0
e2?ik&\(&) d&, k # Z.
Choose a real number M so that M+\(&)>0, for all & # [0, 1). Now define
g # L2(R) by specifying its Zak transform on [0, 1)_[0, 1) by
(Zg)(t, &)=(M+\(&))12, t, & # [0, 1)
From our earlier discussion, we have for this g that
\k=M$k0+ck , k # Z,
where $k is the Kronecker delta. Next, we will compute the norm of the
operator SK for this g. Choose f # L2(R) and for any k=1, 2, ... we consider
Sk f = :
K
k=&K
\k f ( } &k).
Proposition 3.4 yields
&SK&=ess sup }\M+ :
K
k=&K
cke2?ik } +} ,
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and so by (5.2),
sup
K
&SK &=.
By Theorem 5.2, we have that there is a f # L2(R) so that (SK f )K # Z
diverges.
Now we will examine the general convergence properties of the Walnut
representation. We first show that weak and norm convergence of the
Walnut series are equivalent properties.
Theorem 5.5. For a, b # R and g # PF, the following are equivalent:
(1) The Walnut series converges in norm for every f # L2(R).
(2) The Walnut series converges weakly for every f # L2(R).
(3) We have that supK, L &SK, L&<.
(4) The WH-frame identity holds for all f # L2(R) and the series on
the right hand side of the identity converges in norm. That is,
:
m, n # Z
|( f, EmbTna g) |2= lim
K, L  
1
b
:
K
k=&L
|
R
f (t) f (t&kb) Gk(t) dt.
Moreover, in this case the Walnut series converges to Sf, for all f # L2(R).
Proof. This is done exactly like the proof of Theorem 5.2 using
Proposition 3.4. Again, the moreover part follows from Proposition 2.4.
Again we have a special version of Theorem 5.5 for a=b=1. We will not
give a formal proof for this result since it follows exactly the format of the
proof of Proposition 5.3.
Proposition 5.6. If the WH-system ( g, 1, 1) has a finite upper frame
bound, then the following are equivalent:
(1) The Walnut series converges weakly (or equivalently, strongly) for
every f # L2(R).
(2) There is a B>0 such that for all &0 # [0, 1),
sup
K, L
ess sup
t } :
K
k=&L
Gk(t) e&2?ik&0 }B,
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At the end of Section 6, we generalize Proposition 5.6 to rational
WH-systems.
A natural question is whether there is a connection between symmetric
convergence of the Walnut series and norm convergence of the series. Our
next example shows that these two types of convergence are really different.
Example 5.7. For a=b=1, there is a function g # PF for which the
Walnut series converges symmetrically for every f # L2(R), but there are
functions h # L2(R) for which the Walnut series does not converge.
Proof. We proceed as in Example 5.3 but this time take a \ of the form:
\=/[0, 12)+ 12 /[12, 1) .
For this \, the partial sums
:
K
k=&K
\k e&2?ik&
are uniformly bounded and convergent a.e. to \(&). For f # L2(R), let
h=Ff. Then we have
(TK, Kh)(&)=h(&) :
K
k=&K
\ke&2?ik&.
Therefore, TK, K h  h } \. It follows that the Walnut representation
converges symmetrically for every f # L2(R).
Arguing as in Proposition 2.4 of [3], we see that the \k are of the order
of 1k, for each k # Z. But, now
:
K
k=1
1
k
e&2?ik&tlog K at &=0.
By Proposition 5.6, there is an h # L2(R) so that (TK, Lh) is not bounded
(and hence not convergent) in L2(R).
6. UNCONDITIONAL CONVERGENCE OF THE WALNUT
REPRESENTATION
We now address the question of when the Walnut series for the frame
operator converges unconditionally. With the notation as in Definition 5.1,
we first state the corresponding result of Theorem 5.5 for unconditional
convergence.
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Theorem 6.1. Let a, b # R and g # PF. The following are equivalent:
(1) the Walnut series converges weakly unconditionally for every
f # L2(R).
(2) The Walnut series converges unconditionally in norm for every
f # L2(R).
(3) We have: supM/Z, |M |< &SM &<.
(4) The WH-frame identity holds for all f # L2(R) and the series on
the right hand side of the identity converges unconditionally.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows directly from the
OrliczPettis Theorem (see Section 2). The equivalence of (2) and (3) is
proved in the same way as Theorems 5.2 and 5.5. That is, (3) is the state-
ment that the bounded operators SM are uniformly bounded. But by
Proposition 2.4, we know that these operators converge unconditionally for
all f in a dense subset of L2(R). So, they are uniformly bounded on L2(R)
if and only if they converge pointwise (i.e. are pointwise bounded). The
equivalence of (1) and (4) follows immediately from Proposition 2.4.
We again have the special case for a=b=1.
Proposition 6.2. If the WH-system ( g, 1, 1) has a finite upper frame
bound, then the following are equivalent:
(1) The Walnut series converges unconditionally for every f # L2(R).
(2) There is a B>0 such that for all &0 # [0, 1),
sup
M
ess sup
t } :k # M Gk(t) e
&2?ik&0 }B.
Proposition 6.2 will be generalized to rational WH-systems at the end of
this Section.
Before we examine unconditional convergence for the Walnut series, we
need to note that this really is a different form of convergence than the
norm convergence studied in Section 5.
Example 6.3. There is a WH-system ( g, 1, 1) with g # PF for which the
Walnut representation of the frame operator converges in norm for every
f # L2(R), but there is an h # L2(R) so that the Walnut series for this h does
not converge unconditionally.
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Proof. In [28], there is a careful analysis of the series
:

k=1
k&;e ik:e&2?ik&, (6.1)
with 0<:<1 and ;>0. In particular, it is shown that when ;>1& 12:,
then the series in (6.1) converges uniformly to a continuous sum
:, ;(&2?&). If we take say :=12 and ;=78, the condition is satisfied.
Now, let the real continuous, 1-periodic function \ be given by
\(&)=M+ :
k{0
|k| &; ei |k|: sgn(k)e&2?ik&
with M>0 such that \(&)>0 everywhere, Now we proceed as in Examples
5.3 and 5.5. If we choose the unique g # L2(R) with
(Zg)(t, &)=(\(&))12, t, & # [0, 1),
then
\ :
K
k=&L
\ke&2?ik&+L, K # Z
is uniformly bounded in the L-sense, and so (as in examples 5.3 and 5.5)
we have that the Walnut series
:
k # Z
f ( } &k) Gk
converges in norm for every f # L2(R). However, since k # Z | \k | diverges,
the Walnut series cannot converge unconditionally for every f # L2(R) by
Proposition 6.2.
Next we show that the CC-condition is strong enough to imply uncondi-
tional convergence of the Walnut representation.
Theorem 6.4. If Fk is a family of functions satisfying:
(1) k |Fk |B.
(2) k |T&kbFk |B a.e.
then for every f # L2(R) the Walnut series
:
k
(Tkb f ) Fk
converges unconditionally in L2-norm.
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Proof. For any h # L2(R) and any mn>0 we have:
:
m
|k|=n
|(h, (Tkb f ) Fk) |= :
m
|k|=n } | h(t) (Tkb f )(t) Fk(t) dt }
 :
m
|k|=n
| |h(t)| |Tkb f (t)| |Fk(t)| dt
= :
m
|k|=n
|h(t)| - |Fk(t)| |Tkb f (t)| - |Fk(t)| dt
 :
m
|k|=n \| |h(t)|
2 |Fk(t)| dt+
12
_\| |Tkb f (t)|2 |Fk(t)| dt+
12
\ :
m
|k| =n
| |h(t)|2 |Fk(t)| dt+
12
_\ :
m
|k|=n
| |Tkb f (t)|2 |Fk(t)| dt+
12
=\| |h(t)|2 :
m
|k|=n
|Fk(t)| dt+
12
_\| | f (t)| 2 :
m
|k|=n
|T&kbFk(t)| dt+
12
.
By our hypotheses,
|h|2 :
k
|Fk | # L1(R) and | f |2 :
k
|T&kbFk | # L1(R).
By the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence theorem we conclude that the
following series converge in L1(R):
:
k
|h(t)|2 |Fk(t)| and :
k
| f (t)|2 |T&kb Fk(t)|.
It follows that the right side of (6.2) goes to zero as n  . We conclude
that the series
:
k
(Tkb f (t)) Fk(t)
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is weakly unconditionally Cauchy in L2(R). By Theorem 2.9, it is uncondi-
tionally convergent in norm.
For WH-systems we have that TkbGk=G&k . So an immediate conse-
quence of Theorem 6.4 is,
Corollary 6.5. If (g, a, b) satisfies the CC-condition, then for all
f # L2(R) the Walnut series k (Tkb f ) Gk converges unconditionally.
We have a converse for Theorem 6.4, even for more general systems, in
the case where ab is rational. But, before we present this, we give an
example to show that things can become awkward if ab is not rational. We
will now show that we cannot do with just one of (1) and (2) in Theorem
6.4. Because of the additional structure in the WH-case, the example does
not contradict Corollary 6.5.
Example 6.6. There is irrational ab and a family of a-periodic functions
(Fk(t))k # Z , such that there is a B>0 satisfying
:
k # Z
|Fk(t)|B, a.e.
but for some function f # L2(R), the series
:
k # Z
f ( } &kb) Fk( } )
diverges in L2(R).
Proof. We take a=1, and 1b irrational and let
f (t)=t&13/ (0, 12] (t).
We will construct Fk of the form
Fk (t)= :

n=&
/Ik(t+n),
where the (Ik) are pairwise disjoint intervals contained in (0, 1]. We choose
numbers =n with 0<=n<12, for n=1, 2, ... with
:
n
=n=1 and :
n
=13n =. (6.3)
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We create intervals
Jn=\ :
n&1
k=1
=k , :
n
k=1
=k&=: (an , bn], n=1, 2, ...,
so that the Jn’s are pairwise disjoint with union (0, 1]. We define a
sequence of integers (kn)n=0 satisfying k1<k2<k3< } } } in the following
fashion. Let k0=1, and when n=1, 2, ..., we let kn be the smallest integer
k>kn&1 such that
k
b
(mod Z) # \an , an+bn2 & .
Next we define for n=1, 2, ...,
cn=
kn
b
(mod Z), and Ikn=Jn ,
and let Ik=,, for all other k. Now, for all n=1, 2, ... we have
& f (t&kn b) Fkn(t)&
2
L2(R)=|
bn
cn
f 2(t&cn) dt|
=2
0
t&23 dt=3( 12)
13 =13n .
(6.4)
Also, it follows that
:
k
|Fk(t)|1, a.e.
Moreover, the terms f (t&kb) Fk(t) in the series
:
k
f (t&kb) Fk(t)
have disjoint supports. Whence,
" :k # Z f (t&kb) Fk(t)"
2
L2(R)
= :
k # Z
& f (t&kb) Fk(t)&2L2(R) . (6.5)
It follows from (6.4) and (6.5) that the Walnut series for f diverges.
Now we consider the rational case (i.e. ab is rational) and discover that
the convergence of the Walnut series becomes equivalent to the CC-condi-
tion. To simplify the proof, we first formulate and prove a lemma.
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Lemma 6.7. Let (S, 4, +) be a _-finite measure space. Let fn # L(S ),
for all n # Z, and assume that the series n # Z h } fn converges unconditionally
for every h # L2(S ). Then there is an M>0 so that for all choices bn=0, \1
and all %n # R we have
":n bn e
i%nfn"M.
Proof. For each choice of b=(bn) and %=(%n) and all I/Z with
|I|<, define Tb, %, I : L2(S )  L2(S ) by:
Tb, %, I h= :
n # I
h } bn ei%nfn=h } :
n # I
bnei%nfn .
These operators are clearly bounded. By Proposition 2.6, our assumption
in the lemma is just that the family of operators (Tb, %, I) are pointwise
bounded. So by the Uniform Boundedness Principle, this family of
operators has uniformly bounded norms. But, their norms are given by:
&Tb, %, I&=" :n # I bne
i%nfn" .
Theorem 6.8. Let ab be rational and assume that (Fk) are periodic
functions of period a. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) We have
:
k # Z
|Fk(t)|B, a.e.
(2) For every function f # L2(R), the Walnut series
:
k # Z
f ( } &kb) Fk( } ) (6.6)
converges unconditionally in L2(R).
Proof. (1) O (2): Let ab=pq with 0<p<q # Z and gcd( p, q)=1.
After a change of scale, we may assume that a=1. We re-group the Walnut
series
:
k
f (t&kb) Gk(t)=:
k
f \t&k qp+ Fk(t)= :
p&1
j=0
:
l
f \t&j qp&lq+ F j+lp(t).
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Each of the terms of the right-hand series above over j has the form
:
l
h(t&lq) Hl(t), h # L
2(R),
where the Hl (t) are 1-periodic in t, and
:
l
|Hl (t)|B.
Now,
|

& _:l |h(t&lq) Hl (t)|&
2
dt=|
1
0
:

n=& _:l |h(t&lq+n)| |Hl (t)|&
2
dt.
Take any t # [0, 1] with
:
l
|Hl (t)|B and :
n
|h(t&n)| 2<.
Setting
al=Hl (t) and zl=(h(t&lq+n))n # Z # l 2,
and using the triangle inequality, we have
":
l
al zl"l2:l |al | &zl&l2 . (6.7)
Now, applying (6.7) pointwise, we have
:

n=& \:l |h(t&lq+n)| |Hl (t)|+
2
_:
l
|Hl (t)| \ :

n=&
|h(t&lq+n)|2+
12
&
2
B 2 :

n=&
|h(t&n)| 2.
We can now conclude that
|

& \:l | f (t&lq)| |Hl (t)|+
2
B 2 |
1
0
:
n
|h(t&n)| 2 dt=B2 &h&2.
It follows that the Walnut series is unconditionally convergent in
L2(R)-norm.
(2) O (1): For this direction we use the Zak transform. So for
f # L2(R) and a.e. t, &, let
(Za f )(t, &)=a12 :

l=1
f (a(t&l)) e2?il&
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We compute,
(Za(Fk f ( } &kb))(t, &)=a12 :

l=&
Fk(a(t&l)) f (a(t&l)&kq) e&2?il&
=a12Fk(at) :

l=&
f \a \\t&k qp+&l ++ e&2?il&
=Fk(at)(Za f ) \t&k qp , &+ .
If we take k=np+s with n # Z and s=0, 1, ..., p&1, we can write the
series in (6.6) in the Zak domain as
:
k # Z
(Za f ) \t&k qp , &+ Fk(at)
= :
p&1
s=0
:

n=&
(Za f ) \t&nq&s qp , &+ Fnp+s(at)
= :
p&1
s=0
(Za f ) \t&s qp , &+ :

n=&
Fnp+s(at) e&2?inq&. (6.8)
Above we used the quasi-periodicity of the Zak transform in t (see (3.3)).
By our assumptions and the unitarity of the Zak transform, we have that
the right-hand side of (6.8) converges unconditionally for all f # L2(R).
Now let
(t, &) # [0, 1)_[0, 1)= .
p&1
r=0 _
r
p
,
r+1
p +_[0, 1)=: .
p&1
r=0
Sr .
Also, for s, r=0, 1, ..., p&1, let Us, r consist of all f # L2(R) such that the
restriction of (Za f )(t&s
q
p , &) to [0, 1)_[0, 1) is entirely supported by Sr .
We note that for s, r=0, 1, ..., p&1, we have
{(Za f ) \ } &s qp , } + : f # Us, r=#L2(Sr).
Thus, unconditional convergence of the right-hand side of (6.8) for all
f # L2(R), implies for all h # L2(Sr) and all s, r=0, 1, ..., p&1 the uncondi-
tional convergence of
h(t, &) :

n=&
Fnp+s(at) e&2?inq&, (t, &) # Sr .
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For s, r=0, 1, ..., p&1, by Lemma 6.7 we can find constants Ms, r such that
" :n # Z bne
i%nFnp+s(at) e&2?inq&", SrMs, r , (6.9)
for all choices bn=0, 1 and all %n # R. Let t0 # [ rp ,
r+1
p ) be such that at0 is
a Lebesgue point of all (Fnp+s). The set of these t0 has full measure. We
claim that
:
n # Z
|Fnp+s(at0)|Ms, r . (6.10)
If inequality (6.10) does not hold, then we can find a finite set I of n’s such
that
:
n # I
|Fnp+s(at0)|Ms, r .
Take any &0 # [0, 1) and choose (%n) with
ei%ne&2?inq&0Fnp+s(at0)=|Fnp+s(at0)| .
Finally let
bn={1 : n # I0 : n  I.
Now,
} :n # Z bne
i%ne&2?inq&Fnp+s(at) }Ms, r ,
in a (t, &)-set of positive measure, which contradicts (6.9). It now follows
that
ess sup
t
:

k=&
|Fk(at)| max
r=0, ..., p&1
:
p&1
s=0
Ms, r=: M.
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.8.
We have seen that it takes special conditions to guarantee that the
Walnut series converges unconditionally for all f # L2(R). Now we will
consider the more delicate question: If the conditions for unconditional
convergence of the Walnut series for all f # L2(R) are not satisfied can we
at least find a ‘‘large class of functions’’ for which we do have unconditional
convergence of the Walnut series? We will show that for g # PF, the answer
is yes. Furthermore, the ‘‘large class of functions’’ we exhibit will be
independent of the choice of g.
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Notation 6.9. Let f be any function on R, and a, b # R. For any k, l # Z
we define for all t # R,
Af (t)=sup
l # Z
:
k # Z
| f (t&la&kb)|, (6.11)
Bf (t)=sup
k # Z
:
l # Z
| f (t&la&kb)|. (6.12)
Theorem 6.10. Assume that g # PF, f # L2(R), and Af , Bf # L2([0, a)).
Then the series
:
k # Z
| f (t&kb))| |Gk(t)|
converges in norm in L2(R).
Proof. We compute
|

& \ :k # Z | f (t&kb)| |Gk(t)|+
2
dt
=|
a
0
:

l=& \ :k # Z | f (t&la&kb)| |Gk(t)|+
2
dt.
Take any t # [0, 1) such that Af (t)< and Bf (t)<, and let B be as in
Proposition 2.3. By the Schur Test, stated before Proposition 4.6, the
matrix
( | f (t&la&kb)| )l, k # Z
defines a bounded linear operator on l 2(Z) with operator norm
max(Af (t), Bf (t)). Hence,
:

l=& \ :k # Z | f (t&la&kb)| |Gk(t)|+
2
max2(Af (t), Bf (t)) :
k
|Gk(t)|2B max2(Af (t), Bf (t)). (6.13)
Since (6.13) holds a.e. t # R, we have
|

& \ :k # Z | f (t&kb)| |Gk(t)|+
2
dtB |
a
0
max2(Af (t), Bf (t)) dt<,
by the assumptions in the theorem.
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Note that the conditions in Theorem 6.10 are reasonably weak, and that
the condition on the function f is independent of g. In particular, we thus
get a generalization of Proposition 2.4 in which now also non-compactly
supported f ’s, such as f # W(L, l1), are allowed.
We end this section with a discussion concerning generalizations of
Propositions 5.3, 5.6, and 6.2 to the case where ab is rational. Let (g, a, b)
be a WH-system with a finite upper frame bound and assume ab=pq with
p, q # Z and gcd( p, q)=1. We define for m=0, 1, ..., p&1,
Fkm(t, &)=
1
p
e&2?ik(&+mp) :
q&1
j=0
:
p&1
r=0
e&2?irmp
} :

d=&
g \t&r&
jp
q
&dp
b + g\
t&r&k&
jp
q
&dp
b +. (6.14)
We consider the Hilbert space of column vectors of the form
_
f0
f1
b
fp&1& ,
where fr # L2([0, 1)_[0, 1p)) for r=0, 1, ..., p&1, and norm given by
"_
f0
f1
b
fp&1&"
2
= :
p&1
r=0
|
1
0
|
1p
0
| fr(t, &)| 2 dt d&.
Now, L2(R), & }&L2 and the above Hilbert space can be identified with
one-another according to
\Z1b f \t, &+0p+
f # L2(R) _ b & ,(Z1b f ) \t, &+p&1p +
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for a.e. t, & # [0, 1)_[0, 1p). That is, we set for r=0, 1, ..., p&1,
fr(t, &)=(Z1b f ) \t, &+ rp+ , a.e. t, & # [0, 1)_[0, 1p).
Now we will compute
Z1b[Gk( } ) f ( } &kb)](t, &). (6.15)
We have a= pq
1
b . Thus we can replace Gk(t) by taking n=dq+j,
j=1, 2, ..., q&1, d # Z, so that
Gk(t)= :
q&1
j=0
:

d=&
g \t& jpqb&
dp
b + g \t&
jp
qb
&
dp
b
&
k
b+ . (6.16)
Therefore,
Z[Gk( } ) f ( } &kb)](t, &)=b&12 :

l=&
Gk \t&lb + f \
t&l&k
b + e2?il&
=b&12 :

l=&
:
q&1
j=0
:

d=&
g \t&l&
jp
q
&dp
b +
_g \t&l&
jp
q
&dp
b + f \t&l&kb + e2?il&.
Next we let l=np+r, n # Z, r=0, 1, ..., p&1, so that
Z[Gk( } ) g( } &kb)](t, &)
=b&12 :
q&1
j=0
:
p&1
r=0
_ :
d=&
g \t&r&
jp
q
&(d+n) p
b +
_g \t&r&k&
jp
q
&(d+n) p
b +&
_\ :

n=&
f \t&r&k&npb + e2?i(np+r) &+ .
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Next we write
:

n=&
f \t&r&k&npb + e2?i(np+r) &
=
1
p
:
p&1
m=0
:

l=&
f \t&k&lb + e2?il&+2?i(l&r) mp, (6.17)
where in (6.17) we have used the formula
1
p
:
p&1
m=0
e2?ijmp={10
for j a multiple of p
otherwise.
Now we get
Z[Gk( } ) f ( } &kb)](t, &)
=
1
p
:
q&1
j=0
:
p&1
r=0
:
p&1
m=0
_ g \t&r&
jp
q
&dp
b + g \
t&r&k&
jp
q
&dp
b +& .
_e&2?ik(&+mp)&2?irmp(Z1b f )(t, &+mp)
= :
p&1
m=0
Fkm(t, &)(Z1b f )(t, &+mp),
where
Fkm(t, &)=
1
p
e&2?ik(&+mp) :
q&1
j=0
:
p&1
r=0
e&2?irmp
_ :

d=&
g \t&r&
jp
q
&dp
b + g \
t&r&
jp
q
&dp
b + .
It follows that
Z1b _ :
K
k=&L
Gk( } ) f ( } &kb)& (t, &)
= :
p&1
m=0 \ :
K
k=&L
Fkm(t, &)+ (Z1b f ) \t, &+mp+ , a.e. t, & # R. (6.18)
Assume that the Walnut series converges strongly for all f # L2(R). By
taking f ’s such that (Z1b f )(t, &+mp) has support in [0, 1)_[0, 1)
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entirely contained in one strip [0, 1)_[ rp ,
r+1
p ) with r=0, 1, ..., p&1, we
see from (6.18) that for all m=0, 1, ..., p&1
:
K
k=&L
Fkm(t, &) (6.19)
has a uniformly bounded L([0, 1)_[0, 1))-norm. Conversely, assume that
(6.19) has a uniformly bounded L([0, 1)_[0, 1))-norm for m=0, 1, ...,
p&1. Then it follows from Theorem 5.5 and (6.18) that the Walnut series
converges strongly for every f # L2(R). This generalizes Proposition 5.6,
and the Propositions 5.3 and 6.2 can be generalized similarly. Thus we get
Proposition 6.11. Let ab=pq with gcd(p, q)=1 and let g # PF.
(I) The following are equivalent:
(1) The Walnut series converges symmetrically for every f # L2(R).
(2) There is a B # 0 so that
sup
K
ess sup
t, & } :
K
k=&K
Fkm(t, &) }B,
for all m=0, 1, ..., p&1.
(II) The following are equivalent:
(3) The Walnut series converges strongly (i.e. in norm) for all
f # L2(R).
(4) There is a B # 0 so that
sup
K, L
ess sup
t, & } :
L
k=&K
Fkm(t, &) }B,
for all m=0, 1, ..., p&1.
(III) The following are equivalent:
(5) The Walnut series converges unconditionally for every f # L2(R).
(6) There is a B>0 so that
sup
M
ess sup
t, & } :k # M Fkm(t, &) }B,
for all m=0, 1, ..., p&1, and the first sup runs over all finite sets M/Z.
Finally, note that when a=b=p=q=1, we only have to consider the
case m=0 and (6.14) becomes,
Fk0(t, &)=e&2?ik& :

d=&
g(t&d ) g(t&k&d )=e&2?ik&Gk(t).
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That is, the sums k e&2?ik&Gk(t) which we consider in Propositions 5.3,
5.6, and 6.2 are just the sumsk Fkm(t, &).
7. EXTENDING THE FRAME OPERATOR
In this section we will classify when the frame operator extends to a
bounded operator on other classes of spaces. We will see that the CC-con-
dition, although much weaker than previously used conditions which imply
convergence of the frame operator, is also a very strong assumption on the
function g.
Theorem 7.1. If ab1 and gL2(R), the following are equivalent:
(1) There is a constant B # 0 so that
:
k # Z
|Gk(t)|B, a.e. t # R.
(2) The frame operator Sf=n, m # Z ( f, EmbTna g) Emb Tna g extends
to a bounded linear operator from L p(R) to L p(R) for every 1p.
(Here, by L, we really mean L0 , the closure of the compactly supported
functions in L).
Moreover, if ab is rational, g satisfies the uniform CC-condition and S is
invertible on L2(R), then S extends to an isomorphism of L p(R) to L p(R) for
every 1p.
Proof. (1) O (2): We will show that S is a bounded linear operator
mapping a dense subset of L1 into L1 and a dense subset of L0 into L

0 .
By the RieszThorin interpolation theorem [28], p. 95, S then extends to
a bounded linear operator from L p to L p for all 1p.
Case I: The L1-Case. If f # L1 is bounded and compactly supported
then by Proposition 2.4 we have:
&Sf &L1=&Lf &L1=b&1 |
R }:k (Tkb f ) Gk }
b&1 |
R
:
k
|(Tkb f ) Gk |=b&1 :
k
|
R
|(Tkb f ) Gk |
=b&1 :
k
|
R
| f | |G&k|b&1 |
R
| f | :
k
|Gk|
b&1K |
R
| f |=b&1B & f &L1 .
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The above makes S a bounded linear operator from a dense subspace of L1
into itself, and hence it uniquely extends to a bounded linear operator
on L1.
Case II: L0 -Case. For any f # L
 which is compactly supported we
have:
&Sf &L=&Lf &L=":k (Tkb f ) Gk"L=ess sup }:k (Tkb f ) Gk }
ess sup :
k
|Tkb f | |Gk |ess sup :
k
& f &L |Gk |
& f &L ess sup :
k
|Gk |B & f &L .
Again, this makes S a bounded linear operator on a dense subset of L0
and hence it uniquely extends to a bounded linear operator on L0 .
(2) O (1): By our assumption, S is a bounded linear operator on L0 .
Fix n, let I=[0, a] and choose functions ( f j)nj=&n satisfying:
(1) | fj |=/[ jb, ( jb)+a]
(2) (T&jb fj) Gj=/[0, a] |Gj |.
Let f =nj=&n fj . Then & f &L=1, here we use the assumption that
ab1, and so
&S&&SF&L&/[0, a] Sf &L=" :
n
k=&n
(T&kb fk) Gk"L
=" :
n
k=&n
|Gk| "L=ess sup :
n
k=&n
|Gk |.
We dropped the restriction to [0, a] in the last step since all the Gk are
periodic of period a. Since n was arbitrary, we have (1).
For the moreover part of the theorem, we apply Theorem 4.14 to
conclude that S&1g (which has S&1 as its frame operator) satisfies the
CC-condition and apply the first part of the theorem to S&1.
Next we will classify when the frame operator extends to a bounded
linear operator on the Wiener amalgam space W(L, l 1). We will need the
properties of this space contained in Lemma 2.5. A good reference for this
topic is Chapter 3 in [10], due to Feichtinger and Zimmermann.
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Theorem 7.2. If ab1 and g # PF, the following are equivalent:
(1) The frame operator is a bounded linear operator from W(L, l 1)
to W(L, l 1).
(2) We have
:
k # Z
&Gk&= :
k # Z
ess sup |Gk(t)|=B<.
Proof. (1) O (2): By Lemma 2.5 and the fact that a1b and Gk is
periodic of period a, we have for all f=/[0, a]
2 &Sf &W, a&Sf &W, 1b=:
k
&/[kb, (kb)+a] Gk&=:
k
&Gk& .
Hence
:
k # Z
&Gk&2 &S& &/[0, a]&=2 &S&.
(2) O (1): If we have (2) then the CC-condition is satisfied and so the
Walnut series for Sf converges unconditionally by Corollary 6.5. Hence, for
any f # W(L, l 1) if we let
fj=/[ jb, ( j+1)b] f
then
& f &W, 1b= :
j # Z
& fj& .
Now we proceed along the lines of the proof of [25], Theorem 3.1. It
follows that
b &Sf &W, 1b=":k (Tkb f ) Gk"W, 1b
= :
j # Z ":k /[ jb, ( j+1)b](Tkb f ) Gk"
 :
j # Z
:
k # Z
&/[ jb, ( j+1)b]Tkb f & &Gk &
= :
j # Z
:
k # Z
& f j+k& &Gk&
= :
k # Z
&Gk& :
j # Z
& fj+k&
=& f &W, 1b :
k # Z
&Gk&.
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If we choose a natural number m so that 1bma we now have by
Lemma 2.5,
&Sf &W, a2m &Sf &W, 1b2mb&1 :
k
&Gk& & f &W, 1b
4mb&1 :
k
&Gk& & f &W, a .
That is, S is a bounded linear operator on W(L, l 1).
The assumption that g # W(L, l 1) is so strong that we can easily obtain
results for S&1 in this case.
Corollary 7.3. If g # W(L, l 1), then (EmbTna g) has a finite upper
frame bound for all ab1 and the frame operator is a bounded linear
operator on W(L, l 1). Moreover, in this case for each a # R there is a
b0 # R so that for all 0<bb0 , if G0, a, b is bounded below then (g, a, b) is
a frame whose frame operator is an isomorphism on W(L, l 1).
Proof. The following arguement comes from the proof of Corollary 3.5
of [25]. Given any f, h # W(L, l 1) we have
:
k ":n |Tna f | |Tna+kb h| "
=:
k ":n |Tna f | |Tna+kbh| /[0, a]"
:
k
:
n
&(Tna f ) /[0, a]& &(Tna+kbh) /[0, a]&
:
n
&(Tna f ) /[0, a]& :
k
&(Tkb(Tnah)) /[0, 1b]&
:
n
&(Tna f )) /[0, a]& &Tnah&W, 1b
2 &h&W, 1b :
n
&(Tna f ) /[0, a]&
4 &h&W, a & f &W, a .
If g # W(L, l 1), we can let f =h=g above and get that
:
k
&Gk&4 &g&2W, a .
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By Theorem 7.2, we have the first part of the Corollary. The second part
comes from the Walnut representation for S&1 and similar calculations.
(See Heil and Walnut [14], Theorem 4.2.2).
8. CLASSIFYING WH-SYSTEMS WITH THE SAME
FRAME OPERATOR
In this section we will classify those functions which induce equal frame
operators. As we will see, this is a natural generalization of a result of Ron
and Shen [23], Corollary 2.19 which we state below. See also [15],
Subsection 1.3, [3], Theorem 4.2, or [11] for a generalization.
Theorem 8.1. Let a, b # R and g # PF. The following are equivalent:
(1) (EmbTna g) is a normalized tight WeylHeisenberg frame for
L2(R).
(2) We have:
(a) Gg(t)=n # Z |g(t&na)| 2=b a.e.,
(b) Gg, k(t)=n # Z g(t&na) g(t&na&kb)=0 a.e. for all k{0.
One interpretation of Theorem 8.1 is that two normalized tight
WeylHeisenberg frames (EmbTna g) and (EmcTnd h) have the same frame
operatorin this case the identity operatorif and only if b&1Gg=d &1Gh
a.e. and for all 0{k # Z we have that 0=Gg, k=Gh, k a.e. Our next result
is a natural extension of this to the case of arbitrary frames.
Theorem 8.2. Let (g, a, b) and (h, c, d ) be preframe WH-systems. Then
the following are equivalent:
(1) Their frame operators are equal, i.e. Sg=Sh .
(2) One of the following holds:
(i) db is not rational. Then b
&1Gg, 0=d &1Gh, 0 a.e. and for all
0{k # Z we have
Gg, k=Gh, k=0 a.e.
(ii) db=
p
q is rational where p, q are natural numbers. Then we have
for all k # Z
b&1Gg, qk=d &1Gh, pk a.e.
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and for all other integers m{qk and l{pk we have
Gg, m=Gh, l=0 a.e.
Moreover, in all the above cases, either there are natural numbers r<s so
that a= rs c (or c=
r
s a) and all Gg, k , Gh, k are periodic of period 1s, or
a
c is
irrational and all Gg, k , Gh, k are constant a.e.
Proof. (1) O (2): We assume (1) is true and check the two cases of (2)
separately.
Case I. We assume that db is irrational. We are assuming that Sg=Sh .
We may also assume that b<d. Fix k # Z and for any 0{e # R, let
Ee=[ke : k # Z]. Fix I/R with |I|<1d and I & Eb=,=I & Ed . Then for
all bounded f # L2(I ), since Sg f =Sh f, invoking the Walnut representation
we have
0=/I [Sg f &Sh f ]= f/I [b&1Gg, 0&d &1Gh, 0].
It follows easily from here that
b&1Gg, 0=d &1Gh, 0 a.e.
Next, fix 0{k # Z and let
==min {}&kd &
l
b } : l # Z= .
Our assumption that db is irrational implies that =>0. For any interval
I/[0, 1d ] with |I |<= let
f =/(&kd+I ) .
Then /[0, 1d ] Sh f =/I while our assumption that |I |<= implies that
/[0, 1d ] Sg f has no support in the interval I. Since we are ssuming that
Sg=Sh , we conclude from
0=/[0, 1d ](Sg f &Sh f )
that
0=/[0, 1d ] Sg f. (8.1)
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If we expand Sg f via its Walnut representation, (8.1) becomes
0=/I d &1Gh, k .
Thus Gh, k=0 a.e. Now, for any natural number k>0, let
f =/[&kd, &(k&1)d] .
Since Gh, k=0 a.e., we have that
0=/[0, 1b] [Sg f &Sh( f )]=/[0, 1b] Gg, k .
Hence, Gg, k=0 a.e., for all natural numbers k. Similarly, Gg, k=0 a.e. for
all integers k<0.
Case II. We assume that db=
p
q with
p
q minimal and in lowest form.
Exactly the same argument as in Case I shows that Gh, l=0 a.e. for all
l{pk, k # Z. Again, the second half of the argument of Case I shows now
that Gg, m=0 a.e. for all m{qk, k # Z. Now, fix 0<k # Z and let
f =/[&qkb , q(k&1)b] .
Using the fact that Gh, l=0 a.e. for all l{pk, k # Z, and Gg, m=0 a.e. for
all m{qk, k # Z we see that
0=/[0, 1b] [Sg f &Sh f ]=/[0, 1b] [b&1Gg, qk&d &1Gh, pk] a.e.
It follows that b&1Gg, qk=d &1Gh, pk a.e. on [0, 1b]. But, all Gg, k are peri-
odic of period a<1b and all Gh, k are periodic of period c<1d<1b.
Therefore, these functions are equal a.e. on all of R.
(2) O (1): Again we will check that each of the two cases implies (1).
Case I. We have that db is not rational.
For any bounded, compactly supported f # L2(R) we have by (ii),
Sg( f )&Sh( f )=b&1 :
k
Tkb( f ) Gg, k&d &1 :
k
Tkd ( f ) Gh, k
=b&1fGg, 0&d &1fGh, 0=0.
Again we conclude that Sg=Sh on L2(R).
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Case II. We have that qb=
p
d .
For any bounded, compactly supported f # L2(R) we have by (i),
Sg( f )&Sh( f )=b&1 :
k # Z
Tkb( f ) Gg, k& :
k # Z
Tkd ( f ) Gh, k
=:
k
Tqkb( f ) Gg, qk&:
k
Tpkd ( f ) Gh, pk
= :
k # Z
Tqkb( f )[Gg, qk&Gh, pk]=0.
Since Sg and Sh are both bounded operators and are equal on a dense
subset of L2(R), they are equal.
The moreover part of the theorem is a well-known result about functions
which are periodic with two different periods a, c.
As a special case of the theorem when a=c and b=d we have exactly
the obvious generalization of the tight frames case.
Corollary 8.3. Let (g, a, b) and (h, a, b) be preframe WH-systems.
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Sg=Sh
(2) For all k # Z we have
Gg, k=Gh, k a.e.
Remark. After completion of this paper, the authors were kindly
informed by N. K. Nikolski that a Wiener 1f-Theorem yielding a bound
on &1f & in terms of & f & and the minimum value C of | f |, see after
Theorem 4.14, is false. In O. El-Fallah, N. K. Nikolski, M. Zarrabi, ‘‘Resol-
vent estimates in BeurlingSobolev algebras,’’ St. Petersburgh Math. J.
10(6) (1999) 901964, in particular Section 1.4, a comprehensive study of
questions of this type has been given (yielding the bound (2C&& f &)&1 on
&1f & when & f &<2C while the sup of &1f & over all allowed f is infinity
when & f &2C ). We also refer to J. D. Stafney, ‘‘An unbounded inverse
property in the algebra of absolutely convergent Fourier series,’’ Proc.
Amer. Math. Soc. 18(3) (1967), 497498, for an early result of this type. As
a consequence, we mention that the question whether the WexlerRaz dual
satisfies the CC-condition when g satisfies it, see after the proof of Theorem
4.5, must be answered in the negative.
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